Jisc Curriculum Analytics

Shared solutions to complex questions with standardised data
Our standard data/shared service journey...

Learning analytics
- VLE data
- Student record system
- Attendance data
- Library data

Campus analytics
- Better retention and attainment
- Buildings data
- Learning space data
- Location data

Curriculum analytics
- Teaching quality data
- Assessment data
- Curriculum design data

Education 4.0
- Personalised and adaptive learning
- Content data
- Learning pathways data

- Improved teaching & curricula
- Efficient campus

Retention and attainment
- Efficient campus

What questions do our members want to answer?

- I want to know the impact of digital services!
- What does a successful module or course look like?
- I want to know the impact of assessment bunching

...and many more!
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University
Data from multiple systems → Data in shared standard format → Shared Answers

- Moodle
- Canvas
- Blackboard
- TRIBAL
- SITS:Vision
- ellucian
“As heads of school, when evaluating the investment in tools and systems we want to know the impact of providing digital services so I can make appropriate strategic decisions”
“As heads of school, we want to understand the impact of assessment scheduling, so we can design better assessment approaches”
Michael Webb
Director of Technology and AI
michael.webb@jisc.ac.uk
@michaeldwebb